
CHAPTER V

Use of the Etch Technique for Determining Orientation

and Twinning in Quartz Crystals

By G. W. WILLARD

This paperis one of a series of papers dealing with piezoelectric circuit elements
and their manufacture.' Certain parts of the paper are not new or original, but
have been added for the sake of completeness and for the convenience of the
reader.

5.1 Introduction

THE manufacture of piezoelectric plates from crystalline material in-

volves orientation problems not encountered in the fabrication of objects

from non-crystalline materials. The reason for this is that crystalline ma-

terials have physical properties which vary with the orientation, or direction,

inwhich they are measured. Since the operating characteristics (activity, fre-

quency, and temperature-coefficient) of the finished piezoelectric plate depend,

not only upon the shape and dimensions of the plate, but upon the physical

properties (electrical, elastic and thermal) of the crystalline material, the fin-

ished piezoelectric plate must have a specific orientation with respect to the

material as well as a specific shape and dimensions. In the case of quartz

piezoelectric plates the orientation problem is complicated by two factors.

First, a large portion of the available natural quartz crj'stals lack such

natural faces as are required to determine accurately the structure-orienta-

tion from the shape of the original stone. Thus the raw stones must be

examined for structure orientation by physical instruments before even the

first cuts may be made. Secondly, a large portion of natural quartz crystals

are twmned, i.e. not of the same structure orientation throughout the stone.

The boundaries of the respective, homogeneous regions are not predictable,

and cannot be completely located in the uncut stone. Thus the processing

of quartz involves a step by step examination for twinning boundaries and

orientation as the raw stone is cut into sections, the sections cut into bars or

slabs, and the bars or slabs cut into blanks. Even when using untwinned

stones the orientation must be redetermined and corrected at each cutting

step when making such plate types as require very exact orientation.

The most widely used methods of determining the structure orientation

1 See B.S.T.J., Vol. XXIt: No. 2, July 1943 for Chaps. I and II; No. 3, Oct. 1943 for

Chaps. Ill and IV.
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of quartz are: (1) by optical effects (birefringence and rotatory power), (2)

by X-ray reflections from atomic planes, and (3) by the use of etch pits which

are developed when the quartz surface is etched in fluorine compounds.

Other methods are or may be used in rather special cases. For example,

in finished plates of known orientation types, the electrical axis direction is

distmguished from other directions by electrical polarity tests (on tension

or compression), or a plate known to be one of several types may be tested

in an electric circuit for activity, frequency and temperature-coefficient, to

determine which type it is. The selective fracture characteristics of quartz

offer another method of determining orientation. Microscopic fractures re-

sulting from grinding a quartz surface may be used for determining orienta-

tion. Thus unetched, ground, Z-cut surfaces of quartz give a hexagonal

figure, when examined by pinhole illumination, which may be used to de-

termine the approximate orientation (but not sense) of the electric axes.=

By optical methods (see Chapter II) it is possible to determine the orienta-

tion of a quartz body relative to only one direction of the structure, the optic

or Z axis. Thus optical methods are limited to determining the angle be-

t\%-een the optic axis and a line or surface of the body (but not the rotation of

that line or surface about the optic axis). Twinning of the "optical" vari-

ety may be detected optically, even when located internally, but the deter-

mination of its location in depth is approximate.

By X-ray methods (see Chapter III) it is possible to determine the struc-

ture orientation of a quartz body exactly and completely. However, this

method is limited in application by the complexity of analysis, except when

the approximate orientation is abready known. Though twinning can be

detected on the surface of the body, it is not generally feasible to explore the

surface to locate twinning boundaries. Further, though positive or negative

sense of angular orientation is obtainable by X-rays, this part of the complete

determination is not reliable unless the specimen exammed is known to be

free of twinning, or unless the twinning boundary locations are known.

Thus X-ray determinations of orientation are generally limited to deter-

mining exact orientations in quartz bodies of approximately known orienta-

tion (which includes the case in which only one axis is approximately known).

The etch method of determinmg orientation is commonly used in con-

junction with the optical and X-ray methods to give the information that

those methods do not give. The etch method, as most commonly and prac-

tically applied, does not give exact orientation angles, nor is it applied to

specimens of entirely unknown orientation. However, when a surface of

approximately known orientation is etched, it is possible to determine ap-

proximately the complete orientation (including sense) of the specimen, and

further to detect at this surface both electrical and optical twinning and to

' See Fig. 5.20, and further explanation at the end of Sec. 5.53.
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determine exactly the twinning boundary locations. The detection of twin-

ning and twinning boundaries by this method has been practiced for years.

The determination or orientation and sense of orientation has been exploited

only more recently. At present the etch methods play an important and

extensive role in the processing of quartz plates, not only in the routine de-

termination of orientation, but also in the detection of twinning so that the

most economical cutting methods may be practiced.^

5.2 Twinning (General)

Althougli the problems related to twinning are largely those of determining

orientation of the crystal structure, the nature and prevalence of twinning in

crystal quartz presents a special group of problems that would be absent

were the twinning absent, and hence are separately grouped as twinning

problems. As pointed out in Chapter H', there are only two common types

of twinning in the commercial quartz used for piezoelectric plates, namely,

electrical and optical twinning. A simplifying feature of both these types

is that the structure axes (optic axis and electric axes) of all portions of a

single crystal are parallel each to each. However, they are not of the same

sense, or handedness. The difference between the two types is as follows:

In a ciystal which is only ELECTRICALLY TWINNED, the crystal is

entirely of one handedness (either right or left), but one portion is of OP-
POSITE ELECTRICAL SENSE to another portion, i.e., the electric axes

are of opposite sense.

In a cr>'Stal which is only OPTICALLY TWINNED, one portion of the

cr>'stal is of OPPOSITE HANDEDNESS, and electrical sense, to another

portion. This twinning (but not electrical) is detectable by optical means

(polarized light) and is named optical twinning for this reason.

The extent of twinning that may be present in commercial crystals is seen

in Fig. 5.1, which shows both electrical and optical twinning boundaries at

the top surface of some Z-cut (basal) sections of quartz (which were cut up
for the manufacture of quartz oscillators). Though tbe crystals are seldom

entirely free of twinning, they do not on the average run as badly twinned

as here shown. These views, taken by means to be described, correspond to

what one sees when examinijig an etched quartz surface by reflection from a

strong light.

Since untwinned finished plates must be cut entirely from one twin or

another (not across a boundary), and since the proper sense of angular orien-

tation of the plate is opposite for two adjacent electrical twins, the economic

utilization of t^vinned quartz is a difficult problem."* It involves cutting the

^ Etching is also used on finished plates for removing grinding debris, and for frequency
adjustment.

As herein used, a 1'ti.in is one of tiie homogeneous, untwinned portions of a twinned
crystal.

rfiuJi*l**«<J.«s^Wi«U«iW^£i«fc«»*^ fl*'.-jwi-is;&.»«iWi.i.r=u«i»-.i-
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stone into separate parts when the twins are large enough to be utilized

separately. Further, at some stage before reaching the finished plate all

twin portions but one must be cut away.^

In this connection it is important to note a size and form difference be-

tween electrical and optical twins. Fig. 5.2 shows the appearance of twin-

nmg boundaries when only ELECTRICAL TWINNING is present. Note

that electrical twins are commonly large, hence may often be separated ap-

Fig. S.l—Examples of ELECTRICAL and OPTICAL twinning, as exhibited at the

etched surface of Z-cut sections. These examples are typical of an appreciable portion

of the quartz that is cut up for quartz plates.

proximately along a boundary and both portions utihzed. Fig. 5.3 shows

the appearance of twinning boundaries when only OPTICAL TWINNING
is present. Since optical twins are commonly small and in the form of thin

laminations, it is seldom possible to cut optical twins apart and use both

parts separately.

The conventions here used, regarding handedness and axial sense, are

^ See Section 5.7 for the possibility of utilizing partially twinned finished plates.
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according to those of the proposed "I. R. E. Standard."^ Figure 5.4 shows

the relation of these conventions to the natural faces of right and left quartz,

to the electric charges developed on compression and tension, and to the

more common cuts of oscillator plates. Also given are the relations of

handedness to the conoscope and the polariscope means of detecting handed-

ness (Section 2.7, Chap. II describes these instruments). It is important to

Fig. 5.2—Examples of ELECTRICAL twinning alone. Electrical twins are com-
monly large, and hence may be cut apart and used individually,

note that AT and CT plates are always cut at such an angular sense, relative

to the Z and X axes, as to be roughly parallel to a minor pyramidal face,

whereas the BT and JYY plates are roughly parallel to a major pyramidal

face. Thus a stone exhibiting these faces may be cut into any of these plates

^ "Proposed Standard Conventions for Expressing the Elastic and Piezoelectric Proper-
ties of Right and Left Quartz", Proc. I. R. E., Xov. 1942, p. 495.

.( .,S^A-mi -<v>
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without determining the handedness and electrical sense of the stone ^if

twinning is negligible). As will be seen later, a similar situation prevails

when analyzing etched X-cut sections for cutting into plates.

5.3 Nature or Etch-Pits

When crystal quartz is etched by contact with hydrofluoric acid (or other

etching agents) the surface of the quartz is eaten away in such a manner as

Fig. 5.3—Examples of OPTICAL twinning alone. Optical twins are commonly small

and interlayered, and hence may not be separated and used individually.

to leave microscopic etch-pits (or hills). These etch-pits are formed of

mmute facets which are definitely related to the crystal structure. The form

of these pits and the orientation of the facets may be used to determine the

orientation of the crystal structure at the etched surface being examined.

The general appearance of four types of etch-pits is shown in the photo-

micrographs of Fig. 5.5, These are the pits that are developed on ground

surfaces which are approximately parallel to the well known X-, Y-, and Z-

cut surfaces of right hand quartz, by the action of hydrofluoric acid. It is
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seen that the positive and negative X-surfaces produce different etch-pits,

and are thus usable m determining electrical sense. Further, the pits on all

surfaces have directional properties which allow them to be used for deter-

rauiing the approxunate directions of the axis which lie in the etched surface.

However, to be able to determine orientations from etched surfaces of other

rnconoscopet contracting rings
(eyepiece rot. clockwise)

IN POLARISCOPE; ANALYZER
ROTATED COUNTER-CLOCKWISE

IN CONOSCOPE-. EXPANDING RINGS
(eyepiece ROT. clockwise)

IN P0LARI3C0PE : ANALYZER
ROTATED CLOCKWISE

Fig. 5.4—The conventions of handedness, axes, natural faces, and angular sense-of-cut
of common osdllator plates, together with the electrical and optica! rules for determining
these characteristics in unfaced stones.

orientations than those shown above, requires a knowledge of the appear-

ance of the etch-pits developed on such surfaces.

A rather complete catalog of etch-pits on all possible surfaces of quartz

was prepared by W. L. Bond,^ using an etched sphere of quartz (Figs. S.S,

5.6 are from Bond). Thirty-sLx different types of etch-pits were obtained
and their angular range of coverage was foimd (the X-, Y-, and Z- surface

^ "Etch Figures of Quartz," Z. Krislallogr. (a) 99, 1938, pp. 488-498.

|JHUi*.>S'»n iiJAIii li!ii ^^ttiMZ-^tm rtW**^^*fe^&^- --!.••,*—.•—r
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pits are obtained only on surfaces within 6* to 8°, from the X-, Y-, and Z-

surfaces, respectively). Smce the development of good etch pits and their

exact appearance is considerably affected by the preparation of the surface

for etching (fineness of grind), and by the strength of the acid and the

length of etching time, and by the manner of illumination when viewing, the

X-CUT (+X up) X-CUT (-X up)

Y-CUT 2- CUT

Fig. 5.5—Photomicrographs of etch-pits on the etched surfaces of common orientations.

As seen the etch-pits are definitely related to the structure axes of the quartz.

figures shown here do not represent the exact appearance of pits obtained by

other manners of development. However; such figures are reproducible.

The use of etch-pits to determme the orientation of a perfectly general

surface is complicated by the fact that some different surface orientations

give pits not readily distinguished from each other. However, for the sur-

faces most commonly encountered in quartz plate manufacture the etch-
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pits are quite distinctive, when well developed. Use may be made of a

microscope or a high powered projector to view the figures. The pit out-

lines may be aligned with lines ruled on the eye-piece or on the screen, and a

fixed marking device may be used to mark the quartz surface with orienta--

tion lines. Twinning may be detected by the appearance of diSerent etch-

pits as the specimen is moved about. For example, on an electrically

twinned X-cut surface both X-cut views of Fig. 5.5 could be found. How-
ever, the location and marking of twinning boundaries involves a tedious

exploration of the surface, since only a minute portion is viewed at any one

time. This exploration may be eliminated if the surface is first viewed by
reflection methods where the whole surface and extent of twinning is at once

seen {as in Fig. 5.1) and marked.

-35 CUT + 35, AT-CUT
Fig, 5.&—Etch-pits on the etched surface of a +35° AT plate, and on an analogous but

wrong sensed —35 plate. This difEerence in etch-pits may be used in the manufacturing
process to determine the right and wrong sensed regions of twinned AT slabs.

A special case where the microscope or projector method might be em-

ployed is in the examination of thin AT, BT, CT or DT slabs for twinning

and sense of cut. Here the slabs are kno^ii to be cut with a reference edge

parallel to an electric axis, and with the major faces inclined at 35° to 55°

(depending upon the variety of slab) from the optic axis, the sense of the

inclination being positive for the AT and CT slabs, and negative for the BT
and DT. The effect of electrical twuming on such etched surfaces is shown

in Fig. 5.6. The etch-pits of the good +35° AT-portion of the slab are easily

distinguished from the analogous —35° (bad) portions. This difference is

similarly distinguishable in the other cuts.

Actually, orientation and twinning are seldom analyzed by the method

described above, i.e. by examining their appearance in the microscope, or

by projection on the screen. The method appears to be far less practical

than other methods which depend upon the gross effect, of hundreds of simi-

--*r.Vt*i£J'£:i
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lar etch-pits, in bending a light beam. By the latter methods the indi-

vidual etch-pits are never seen, nor does their nature need to be known.

Nevertheless, the resultant optical effect of hundreds of similar etch pits

is as characteristic of structure orientation as the individual pits themselves.

5.4 Optical Effect op Etch-Pits

The gross optical effect of hundreds of similar etch-pits results from the

fact that each of the pits has minute facets which are similarly inclined to

those of all the otlier pits. Though the pits of Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 may not

appear to be formed from groups of flat facets tliey are generally so regarded.

"Curved-facets" are theoretically considered to be made up of individual

flat-facets which are parallel to possible atomic planes (and hence may be

given index numbers as in Chap. III). This view is the same as that taken

Fig. 5.7—Reflection of light from a single set of similarly oriented etch-pit facets, A,

is like that from a single mirror, B. Reflection from all three sets of facets of a Z-cut

section will give a three-fold etch-figttre on a screen, as in C.

with regard to natural faces, which are of course produced by essentially

opposite effects, i.e., acid corrosion in the case of etch-pits, and growth from

solution in the case of natural faces. Actually, many "curved-facets"

give optical effects showing no discernible evidence of individual flat facets.

However, the question is academic, so far as use of the pits for orientation

purposes is concerned, for such facets are still definitely related to the crj-stal

structure.

Etch-pit facets may be used to reflect a light beam into specific patterns or

to refract the beam on transmission through the material into similar (but

not identical) patterns. The different basic optical means of using etch-pit

facets are shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9. Included in each figure is a diagram

of the effects obtained by illuminating an idealized Z-cut section. This

idealized section is assumed to have only simple, equilateral, three-sided
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pyramidal etch-pits, oriented relative to the X axes as shown in Fig. 5.5.

The actual results obtained with Z sections are more complicated than this

and thus indicate that the etch-pits are not exactly as idealized here.

B

SCREEN

LENS

SOURCE
Fig. 5.8—Light transmitted thru a single set of etch-pit facets, A, is refracted as by a

prism, B. The three sets of facets of a Z-cut section give a three-fold etch-figure, as in C.

^EYE ^EYE

SOURCE

^ --•--)+

TOP VIEW OF
SECTION

SOURCE

A B C

Fig. 5,9—Light transmitted thru a pin-hole is refracted by a single set of facets. A, as
it would be by a prism, B. A virtual image of the pin-hole P will be observed at P'. The
etch-figure seen down in a Z-cut section is three-fold, as in C.

5.41 The Reflection Method

Figure 5.7 shows the reflection method, where a parallel beam of light

striking the etched surface of a Z-section is reflected from one of the three

sets of facets as shown in A. Each single facet reflects part of the beam by

fciWfHil'i'-t i-iVi' ii.V,^i^^=eaj^"..^':.ifii.i'ak4a»3tia^»itir>gi-^ra^ - T^7=^p:^..t*Eil«fe^J.ii^^tt'V'i'?^*«-i*Kift*y!i.--
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ordinary reflection laws, and the whole groups of facets act similarly to a

smgle mirror surface at the same angle, as in B.« The individual facets

being very minute and of irregular size and spacing, however, cause appre-

ciable diffusion of the beam. The resultant effect of all three sets of facets

is shown in C, where light passing down through a lens and a hole m the

screen is reflected back to three spots on the screen. These three spots are

located at equal distances from the mcident beam and at 120° intervals

around the incident beam. If the quartz section be rotated on its table the

spots rotate around the screen correspondmgly. However, lateral motion

of the section across the table (without rotation) does not change the

position of the spots, if the section be untwmned. If the section is twinned

(or more exactly, if the etched surface is twmned) the three-fold figure will

shift to a different position (angularly) on crossing a twmnmg boundary,

for the etch pits are oriented differently in the two twins. If the twmning

boundary divides the illuminating beam, then both figures appear at once,

givmg six spots mstead of three. It is clear then that twmnmg, as well as

orientation of the section, may be determined from the figure on the screen.

The angular relation between the spots and the X-axes of the section will

be considered later, where figures of actual sections are shown.

The long used method of examining etched quartz surfaces by simple

reflection from a bright light, may also be explained from Fig. 5.7C. If a

spot of light on the screen is viewed along the line E, and the screen then

removed, the light from the associted etch-pits will fall on to the eye. The

illummated portion of the section will appear bright. If a twinning bound-

ary crosses the illuminating beam and one of the six reflected beams falls

on the eye, one of the two illuminated twins will appear bright and the

other dark. As the section is rotated, first one twin and then the other will

appear bright, and m each case the twmning boundary is sharply defined

over the whole region covered by the illuminating beam (the appearance of

twinned Z-cut surfaces examined by this means is shown in Figs. 5.1, 5.2,

5.3). Due to the greater complexity of etch-pits than here idealized, the

reflected beams are not so sharply defined as to requke exact location of the

eye relative to the incident beam and the section. Further, when a broad

unfocused light source is used, it is possible and convenient to detect twin-

ning boundaries merely by holding the section in the hand and rocking it

about in various directions until a brightness contrast is observed. Though

the brightness contrast is usually not marked by this simple examination it

suffices for many purposes.

^ That the effect of a group of facets is not identically the same as that of a single mirror,

is of more concern where lenses arc used for focusing. In this case the displacement of the

mirror facets causes a displacement of the focus of the beam from each facet. For beams

of small angular range this is of httle importance.
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5.42 The Transmission Method

Figure 5.8 shows one form of the transmission method of examining Z-cut

etched surfaces. A parallel beam of light passing normally up through the

bottom polished surface and the top etched surface of a section will be bent

by refraction only at the etched surface, as in A. Each facet refracts the

hght by ordinary laws of refraction, and the whole group acts similarly to a

single refracting surface at this angle, as in B.^ The resultant effect of all

three sets of facets is shown in C (where a lens is added for focusing the

light beam). If the incident beam is not normal to the bottom surface

there is an additional bending of the beam at this surface. If the incident

surface is not polished (or rendered optically flat, with a cover glass and im-

mersion fluid, for example) the diffusion at this surface will mask or com-

pletely destroy the desired effect.^"

5.43 The Pinhole Transmission Method

Figure 5.9 shows the pinhole form of the transmission method, as applied

to the examination of Z-cut etched surfaces. Here a section with a top,

etched surface is illuminated from below through a small hole with a wide

angle of illumination. The light radiates upward in aU directions from the

pinhole, and in passing through the upper etched surface is refracted by a

single set of etch facets as in A. With the eye placed above the pinhole

(and section), certain of these rays will fall on the eye. The eye then sees a

virtual image of the pinhole P displaced to P', elevated from the level of P,

and along the line of the ray which enters the eye. The effect of a group of

facets is similar to that of a single prism, as in B.'^ The resultant effect of

all three sets of facets of a Z-cut section is shown in C, where the section is

viewed from directly above and no optical system is shown. Only the three

virtual images of the pinhole are seen and they are located down in the quartz

(roughly two-thirds of the way down).

Though the desired effect is due entirely to the top, etched surface, the

nature of the bottom surface may cause a deleterious masking effect, which

must be considered in the design of an instrument. Due to the diffusing

effect of irregularities m the top surface it may act somewhat as a screen upon

which the extended light source shown in Fig. 5.9A, B may be imaged by the

pinhole. This extraneous image occurs if the bottom surface is poHshed,

and to some extent if the surface is semi-polished, strongly etched, or oily.

" See footnote 8.

"" Similar optics hold if the section is illuminated from the etched side instead of the
pohshed side.

" See footnote 8.

-ij-.,.'*
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This difficulty may be entirely obviated fay the introduction of a diffusion

screen directly adjacent to the pinhole.^^

It might be noted that if it be desired to project or photograph the pin-

hole figure, one must focus on the virtual image which lies between the top

and bottom surfaces of the etched specimen. In the simple case dia-

grammed in Fig. 5.10, it is assumed that the camera lens is at a distance from

the section and directly over the section, so that the rays to the lens are essen-

tially normal to the section. For a section of thickness T, and index of

refraction w, the elevation E of the virtual image from the bottom surface

of the section is given by: E/T = 1 - a/T+^V^A- Here R is the radial

displacement of the virtual image from the axis of the pinhole and is readily

observed and measured. Also, R may be calculated from the thickness of"

the quartz T, the angle d between the facets and the gross surface, and the in-

Fig. 5.10—The elevation E of the virtual image may be calculated from the thickness

of the etched section T, the radial displacement of the image R, and the index of refraction

n; or from T, n, and d, the angle between the facets and the gross surface.

dex «, (or B may be calculated from T, R, n) by: R/T = tan {6 — sin-^[(sin~^

d)/n]). Commonly, pinhole figures from quartz which is weakly to moder-

ately etched (up to one hour in concentrated HF) have a maximum diameter

(or double radial displacement) 2R, nearly equal to the thickness of the

section. Smce the elevation of the hnage, E, depends upon its displace-

ment R, an extended virtual image is not in a single plane and cannot be

exactly focused (the elevation is commonly about one-fourth to one-third

of the thickness of the section). The diameter of the pm-hole must always

be kept small compared to the thickness of the section to give sharp figures

(and the length of the pinhole must be small compared to its diameter).

1^ The diffusion screen may be a sheet of white paper placed over the pinhole, or a piece

of flashed glass placed under the pinhole, with the flashed side against the pinhole. In

either case it is usually necessary to increase the light intensity by focusing a concentrated

light source onto the pinhole with a lens.
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Choice of one of the four above methods of examining etched surfaces for

twinning and orientation, depends upon many factors, as will be noted in the

following section. The pinhole method is used wherever possible because of

the simplicity of the optical system and the brilliance of the figures obtained.

5.5 Etch-Figure Instruments

Herein are described several instruments which have been designed for

shop use in determining orientation and twinning of etched quartz sections

and slabs. Their basic principles of operation are as described above. The

nomenclature of handedness, sense of axes, sense of cuts, natural faces, etc.

is according to Fig. 5.4, as explained at the end of Section 5.2.

The etch-figures and reflection patterns obtained on these instruments

var>' with the preparation of the specimen (i.e. the type of grind and the type

of etch). A complete study of these factors would include a variation of the

grind from a very coarse grind to polishing (and include saw-cut surface),

and a variation of the etching time from short to very long, and the strength

and kind of etching agent. Here chosen for illustration are the simplest

practical preparations, namely, the coarsest grind usable, and the shortest

etching time (in hydrofluoric acid). The etch-figures are thus markedly

different than some which have appeared in the literature. Further, the

photographic reproduction of etch-figures on paper, is not exact due to the

limited contrast range of the paper. Thus in the accompanying illustrations

detail is lost in the brilliant portions of the etch-figures in order to show de-

tails in the weaker portions, and vice-versa, ^^

5.51 The Reflection Okiascope

Fig. 5.11 shows diagrammatically a reflection "Oriascope", which may be

used on specimens with a single flat etched surface. By the reflection prin-

ciple of Section 5.41 figures are obtained on a viewing screen. Due to the

relatively weak figures obtained by reflection from weakly etched surfaces,

the viewing screen must be enclosed in a well blackened enclosure, and

viewed through an eye chute. The screen is ruled with appropriate lines,

relative to which the figure is aligned by turning the specimen on the table.

The table is mounted so that when the specimen is properly oriented, the

table may be slid to the right or left over a marking template, and marked

through the template with appropriate lines to indicate the desired axial

orientations of the specimen.

When used with Z-cut sections it is necessar}^' to have two marking

templates, one for each handedness of the quartz, since the three-fold figures

"Apparent shifts in etch-figure orientation, with etching time for example, are not
to be considered as resulting from an orientation shift of the individual etch-pit-facels,

but as a shift in the relative areas of differently oriented facets. See Figs. 5.12 and 5.17.

jie»Mi^f. -v--jw^.difc«<*&^' . ..i -Jg .^MJt i
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obtained are not aligned with the electric axes of the specimen. They are

shifted approximately 12° therefrom, and m opposite directions for the right

and left varieties. Figure 5.11 shows a section of right quartz so positioned

on the sliding table that the etch-figure therefrom will be properly aligned

with three radial lines of the viewing screen. The section need not have

natural faces as here shown. With the section so positioned the sliding table

is moved over the right-hand marking template, and the section is marked

with three radial lines. These lines on the section then give the approximate

direction (within 5°) and the sense of the three electric axes of the quartz,

positive X-outward. With left quartz the etch-figure is still aligned with

the same Imes on the viewing screen, but the section is marked through the

left-hand marking template (the marking having the same meaning as be-

.SLIDING TABLE

LHQ

Y
TABLE RHQ

SIDE
VIEW

MARKING
TEMPLATE

TOP VIEW

SCREEN
VIEW

MARKING
TEMPLATE

Fig. 5.11—The reflection ORIASCOPE as applied to determining the direction and
sense of the X (electric) axes in Z-cut sections. After the etch-figure is aligned on the

screen the table and sections are moved over a marking template and the section marked
from below with axes.

fore). The section so marked is ready for laying out the approximate cut-

ting directions, the sense of which may be found from Fig. 5.4. The exact

cutting directions are obtained by X-rays. It might be noted that ordi-

narily the handedness of the section is determined in the conoscope (see

Section 2.7, Chap. II) before examination on the oriascope. Also the twin-

ning boundaries are previously determined by examination of the etched

surface in a spot-light beam.

Figure 5.12A, B show the tyjje of etch-ligures obtained on Z-cut sections

(in each case the figure is properly aligned with the rulings on the viewing

screen). The simpler etch-figure A is obtained on a fine ground (400 car-

borundum) surface by a weak etch (about 10 minutes in 50% HF). Though

the three faint spots, about 40° clockwise from the rulings (for the left-hand
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quartz of A) may be used for determining the handedness of the section, it is

usually considered more reliable to use the conoscope for handedness deter-

mination. The counter-clockwise rotation of these spots in B indicates

right-hand quartz. The more complicated etch-figure B, results from etch-

ing a fine ground surface too long/-* or from using a coarse instead of a fine

grind. With such figures it is difficult to know which portion of the figure

is to be aligned with the screen rulings. Hence the sections must be fine

ground and the etching time closely controlled.

The obvious disadvantages of the reflection oriascope (the necessity of pre-

determining handedness and twinning, and the requirements of fine ground

surfaces and closely controlled etching time) are largely overcome by the

pin-hole oriascope, later described. However, the reflection oriascope is an

Fig. 5.12^—Etch-figures obtained on the reflection oriascope with Z-cut sections (re-

duced from 11 inches square). A is a good usable figure while B is difficult to use due to

its complexity.

excellent explanatory instrument for obtaining experimental etch-figures

from surfaces of any orientation, preliminary to devising a special instru-

ment to most advantageously utilize the reflection characteristics found.

This fact results from the large and symmetrical screen coverage, and from

the fact that only one etch surface is encountered by the light beam (thick-

ness and back surface shape is of no concern).

5.52 The Replection Twinoriascope

Figure 5.13 shows diagrammatically a reflection "Twinoriascope" designed

especially for shop use in detecting and marking twinning boundaries and the

sense of orientation in etched AT, BT, CT and DT slabs. When, for ex-

^' It appears that excessively strong etches (hours long) again give a simple, strong, and
reliable figure.

^tt.S«i.V,:.-«*iK
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ample, CT slabs are to be examined the tiltable momiting-table is clamped

in the 38° position, and the slab placed crosswise on the table (X-axis normal

to Hne of sight, and beveled edge as shown). Upon moving the viewing

screen to position 1, only lamp 1 is lighted, and the slab is viewed by re-

flected light at a preferred angle. If the slab be twinned, one portion of the

slab will exhibit a bright sheen while the other portion is dull by contrast,

see two examples in Fig. 5.14, Test 1. The twinning boundary is now pen-

ciled in. The viewing screen is then shifted to position 2 which lights only

lamp 2, and the crystal moved to right or left so that only one twin is illu-

minated. On the screen^^ will be seen an etch-figure similar to one of the

four shown in Fig. 5.14, Test 2. If either of the two positive-cut figures are

observed the illuminated portion of the slab is usable, since the CT plate

VIEWING r TV
SCREEN TRUNION

lamp house

i/eye chuteV

ARM

t^ TRAY

OPENING g®

ARM

t, TRAY

OPENING

SIDE VIEW, SECTION FRONT VIEW

Fig. 5.13—The reflection TWINORIASCOPE for detecting twinning (using lamp 1

and no viewing screen, position 1) and for determining the orientation or sense-of-cut (using

lamp 2 and the viewing screen in position 2), of AT- BT-, CT-, or DT-cut stabs. The
"cut angle" is set for a CT slab.

must have a positive 38° orientation. The negative-cut, "golf-club",

figures are produced by the unusable portion of the plate.

The same procedures are followed with the AT, BT and DT plates, in

each case resetting the table to the proper tilt, 35°, 49° and 52°, respectively.

The reflection view of Test 1 is the same for all cuts, and the etch-figures of

Test 2 are nearly the same (being almost identical for the negative-cut por-

tions of the slabs) . However, in the case of AT and CT slabs the positive-

figures represent good portions (since these are positive cuts), and in the case

of BT andDT slabs, the negative-figures represent good portions.

The basic principle of this histrurhent is as described in section 5.41. As

here used, the two optical systems (including the eye and the slab) are so

disposed as to obtam the best reflection-contrast in Test 1, and the most dis-

'* An excellent screen consists of two sheets of thin sandblasted cellulose acetate.
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tiiict portion of the etch-figures in Test Z, That the observations are so

similar for this 20° range of cuts indicates that the nature of the etch-pits

on these cuts is very similar, (see Fig. 5.6 for the nature of the etch-pits on

AT slabs). The angular arrangement of the Test 1 optical system makes

use of strongly developed facets which are approximately parallel to the X-

axis and inclmed at an angle of —57.6° to the Z-axis of the quartz. Within

experimental error these facets are parallel to the 01.2 atomic planes and

hence are called the 01.2 facets. It is also these facets that give the enlarged

D H
POSITIVE-CUT FIGURES

TEST 1 (twinning)

TEST 2 (sense OF CUT)

z
L R

+

Z

NEGATIVE-CUT FIGURES

Fig. 5.14—The appearance in the twinoriascope of twinning in Test 1 (two examples)

and of the four possible etch-figures in Test 2. The observance (in Test 2) of either of the
'

positive-cut figures indicates that the illuminated portion of the slab is a positive cut,

while either negative-cut figure indicates a negative cut. These etch-figures for a CT
slab, are not markedly different than those for AT, BT, and DT slabs.

head of the golf-club, negative-cut figures. The right and left handedness

of quartz results in two figures each for the positive and the negative orien-

tation. Though it is commonly of no interest, it is possible to determine

from the etch-figure obser\'ed, both the handedness and the electrical sense

of the illuminated portion of the slab. The handedness is as indicated by L
and R in each etch-figure of Fig. 5.1-1, and the electric axis is ± to the right

or left as indicated by the + and — signs.

Best etch-figures are obtamed in the twinoriascope with fine ground (400

carborundun) slabs which have been given a strong etch (40 minutes in 50%

L, Wt;.-.AAv..,.;^Jft<itea:K> 'J«r**.'tftt JAiainiaitepiWii -̂ es^-
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HF). Stronger etching is not deleterious. Ven- strong etching gives mod-

erately good figures with sawn or coarse ground slabs. For Test 1, alone,

weaker etches would suffice. Under properly controlled conditions of slab

preparation and instrument operation Test 2 might be eliminated, for

under such conditions the negative-cut portion of the slab is bright, the

positive-cut portion is dark. Under shop conditions this means of detecting

sense of cut appears to be not reliable, especially with unt-winned slabs (which

are either all bright or all dark). The addition of Test 2^ however, gives

Z - AXIS
\

TURN IJ TABLE

Fig. 5.15—The direction and sense of the electric axes of a sand-blasted and etched raw

quartz stone may be determined by reflection of light from the 0.21 facets. These same
facets are utilized in Test / of the tivinoriascope, Figs. 5.13, 5.14.

complete reliability, for if etch-figures are obtained the sense of cut is ob-

vious, if no figures are obtained the slab can be returned for further etching.

The principle of Test i, above, has been applied by W. L. Bond to a lab-

oratory instrument for determining the direction and sense of the X-axes in

raw quartz stones prepared with a sand-blasted and etched surface. With

the stone mounted rotateably about its Z-axis (previously determined by

conoscope or inspectoscope), and a light beam properly projected onto the

stone, reflection of the light beam to an eye piece or viewing screen will occur

whenever the 01.2 facets come into proper angular position, see Fig. 5.15.

The approximate direction and sense of the electric axis, or the sense of cuts
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to be made from the stone, may be determined from these reflecting posi-

tions of the stone, and twinning may be partially explored. Thus if the

stone appears to be not badly twinned, it may be cut up at once into slabs

of proper sense of cut, without previously sectioning for further examina-

tion.

5.53 The Pis-Hole Oriascope

Figure 5.16 shows a "Basic Pin-Hole Oriascope" with auxiliary attach-

ments for shop examination of etched Z-cut sections, and Fig. 5.18 the same

Fig. 5.16—The BASIC PIN-HOLE ORIASCOPE with matching and marking arms
for use on Z-cut sections. Twinning, and the direction and sense of the X (electric) axes

may be determined and marked on the section.

for X-cut sections. The optical principle of this instrument is according to

Section 5.43. Light from a concentrated-filament lamp within the central

ventilated housing, is projected horizontally forward by a pair of condenser

lenses and reflected upward by a mirror in the forward housing, onto a dif-

fusion-disk placed directly against the pin-hole. ^^ The latter is centrally

located in the inclined mounting table. Etched quartz sections are placed

over this pin-hole and viewed from above. The section may be moved

about and examined for twinning boundaries, which are then penciled in.

"See footnote 12.

- .iij.-jittj-'i>-'i< .,.L
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The section is then examined through the ruled window of a matching arm,

one of which is shown in use in Fig. 5.18. The section is rotated on the table

until the etch-figure seen in the quartz is properly aligned with the lines on

the window. Without moving the sections, the viewing arm is replaced with

a marking arm, one of which is shown in place in Fig. 5.16. The section is

LHQ RHQ

LHQ RHQ

B

MARKING
TEMPLATE

+

yX
IN LHQ MATCHING WINDOW ^ IN BHQ MATCHING WINDOW

Fig. 5.17—Etch-figures obtained ^"ith the pin-hole oriascope in Z-cut sections; \ for a

fine ground surface and B for a coarse grind. The relation of the etch-figures to the struc-

ture orientation of the section is shown in C.

marked through the template of this arm with the desired axes or cutting

directions.

Figure 5.17A, B shows the etch-figures obtained with the pin-hole oria-

scope, on Z-cut sections. Figure 5.17A is for a fine ground surface (600

carborundum) while Fig. 5.17B is for a coarse ground surface (100 carborun-
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duin),and m both cases a moderate etch, (20 to 30 minutes in 50% HF).

It is noted that the spiralHng, outer tails of the etch-figures (as well as other

features) denote the handedness of the quartz. Such handedness features

are not as marked with fine ground surfaces, nor with weaker etches. The
central triangular portion of these figures is used for ahgnment of the section

with the rulings on the marking arm windows. Since this triangular figure

is misaligned with the X-axes of the quartz by approximately 12°, and in an

opposite sense for the two kinds of handedness, there are provided two match-

ing arms. One is to be used for left quartz and the other for right quartz.

The diagram of Fig. 5.17C shows the orientation arrangement of a combina-

tion of matching windows and marking template, that results in the section

being marked with three radial Unes which correspond to the positive X-axes

of the quartz. Though this is the most obvious manner of marking 2-cut

sections, it is of advantage in practice to obtain a reversed marking on left-

hand quartz (by using an oppositely ruled left-hand matching window).

By so marking the quartz no further attention need be paid to handedness,

see Section 2.4, Chap. 11.^'' In either case the relation of the various plate

cuts to the axis markings obtained above, may be determined from Fig. 5.4.

Since the etch-figures give only approximate orientation X-rays are used for

the final determination. That X-rays are not used for the whole determina-

tion is as explained in Section 5.1.

With X-cut sections, having a coarse grind (100 carborundum) and a

strong etch (30-45 minutes in 50% HF), the etch-figures obtained are like

those of Fig. 5.19. Here the positive face of the section gives an entirely

different figure than the^ negative face, as would be expected from the

nature of the etch-pits shown in Fig. 5.5. Opposite-handedness gives re-

versed figures. The four possible figures are oriented with respect to the

Z-axis and the major cap face direction of the section "r" as shown in Fig.

5.19A and B. The non-paralleUsm of the Z-axis and the parallel sides of the

etch-figures amounts to three to five degrees. This disposition of figures

(relative to quartz axes) is taken into account in the design of the matching

and marking arras shown in Fig. 5.18, and diagrammed in Fig. 5.19C. The
etched X-cut section is rotated on the mounting table, with the central

matching arm in position, until the long straight sides of the "parallelogram"

figure, or the long parallel lines of the "H" figure, are parallel to the two

parallel-lines ruled on the window of the matching-arm (the parallelogram

figure is shown so aligned in C). The figure thus used is compared with

the four figures sketched on this matching-arm, to determine which of the

two marking arms is to be used for marking (note arrows giving this indi-

cation). The proper marking arm is lowered onto the section and used to

" The instrument of Fig. 5,16 has a still different arrangement of matching and marking
arms.

t^i4''m%^ i: tmlia'^ iir̂ii>f. -^
.m -4ia
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mark a long line approximately parallel to the optic axis and a short line in-

dicating, in the case shown, the approximate direction and the sense of cut

of a BT-plate. It is to be noted, here, that neither handedness nor elec-

trical sense need be individually determined or considered, as such, for the

sense of cut is directly obtained.

The size of an etch-figure depends upon the thickness of the section being

examined, as explained m Section 5.43. For the etch-figures here presented

the size of the figure rektive to the thickness of the section, may be estimated

Fig. 5.18—The BASIC PIN-HOLE ORIASCOPE with matching and marking arms

for use on X-cut sections. Twinning, and the direction of the Z axis, and the direction and

sense of cut may be determined and mariied on the section.

from a knowledge of the ratio, iV, of the total diameter of the view to the

thickness of the section giving that view. For Fig. 5.17A and B, A'' = 1.3;

for Fig. 5.19A and B, N = 2.7; for Fig. 5.20, N = 1.7; for Fig. 5.21, N =

2.5.

The pin-hole oriascope may be used in a variety of other ways for exam-

ining any crystal cut with at least one etched surface. When used with

sections as described above the bottom flat surface may be very small, just

large enough to cover the pin-hole. However, this restricts the inspection
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to an area directly over the bottom surface. This restriction may be elim-

inated, and no flat bottom surface need be used at all, if the bottom surface

RHQ +X UP LHQ-XUP

Z RHO -X UP

B

LHQ+XUP

BT BT

MARKING TEMPLATE
(FOR A)

MATCHING WINDOW MARKING TEMPLATE
(FOR B)

Fip. 5.19—Etch-figures obtained with the pin-hole oriascope in X-cut sections. After
an etch-figure is aligned with the rulings on the matching window, as in C, the section is

marked thru a marking template fin this case the one on the left) with the direction of the
Z axis and the direction of cut of the desired plate (in this case the BT).

of the section be immersed in a transparent dish of immersion fluid (whose

refractive index matches that of quartz) placed over the pin-hole. Here the

.-^ -' - " i^:-.-^- :r,-\ -': ••l'-J-' u .
-.-- l-#'.''-SW,'irti.^'i
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size of the etch-figure depends on the whole distance from the pin-hole to the

etched top-surface, and hence, may be made as large as desired, by raising

the section and fluid level, ^'er}^ thin sections, slabs or plates may be ex-

amined similarly, with the bottom surface contacting the immersion fluid,

or the plates may be wet with immersion fluid and placed on thick glass

plates and placed over the pin-hole. In either case the top etched-surface

must be kept dry. By this means the twinoriascope examinations described

in Section 5.52 might be performed on the pin-hole oriascope, (a disadvan-

tage being the necessity of using an immersion fluid)

.

Usually etch-figures are obtained from flat etched surfaces whose orienta-

tion is known within 5°. However, if the surface be 10" to 20° off-orienta-

tion the etch-figure will be plainly distorted. If now the section be viewed

at an angle to the normal position, or if the section be tilted in the fluid-

A B
Fig. 5.20—CLEAVAGE-FIGURES may also be observed on the pin-hole oriascope in

ground but unetched specimens, in this case a Z-cut section. Here the direction of the X
axes but not their sense (nor handedness, nor twinning) may be determined.

bath method described above, the undistorted figure may be observed. The

direction and amoimt of misorientation of the surface may be thus esti-

mated. By provision of suitable mounts and scales the misorientation could

be measured to 5°.

It might be added that in some cases unetched, ground (or sawn) quartz

surfaces give "cleavage-figures." Thus with Z-cut sections which have

been ground, but not etched, there may be observed on the pin-hole oria-

scope cleavage-figures hke those shown in Fig. 5.20. The difference be-

tween the two views is mainly a diflference in focusing and in photographic

reproduction. The cleavage-figure mdicates that there are preferential

cleavage planes in quartz, which are parallel to the X-axes, and correspond

approximately to the natural cap faces. Further, there is no indicated dif-

ference between the major and minor planes. Thus, the cleavage-figure is
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sL\-fold and may not be used to determine electrical sense or twinning. It

may, however, be used to determine approximately the orientation of the

X-axes. Cleavage-figures are seldom strong, but appear to be best with

coarse grinding.'^

5.6 The Process of Etching Quartz

Few factors related to the chemical process of etching quartz have been

extensively studied. Much of the information here presented is taken from

preliminar}' reports of L. Egerton of the Laboratories, who has undertaken

an investigation of the etching process. Though the information mainly

regards hydrofiuoric acid etching, some data is given on etching with hydro-

fluoric gas, and bifluoride mixtures.

The reaction of quartz, which is siUcon dioxide (Si02), with hydrofluoric

acid (HF) is given by the following equations:

SiOs + 6HF 5=* SiF4 + 2H2O f (2HF) ^ H^SiFa + 2H2O.

Since the hydrofluoric acid is a solution of HF gas in water, the reaction of

the acid with quartz results in a reduction of the concentration of HF. At
the same time there is produced silicon tetrafluoride (SiF^) which reacts

with more HF to give fiuosilicic acid (H2SiF6) in solution. It is common
practice to start with about 50% HF acid and to continue etching until the

HF concentration is down to 20 or 25%, at which time there should also be

a 30% to 35% concentration of H2SiF6, if all the depletion of HF were due to

reaction with the quartz. Actually much smaller concentrations of H^SiFe

are found, and this discrepancy is ijiainly due to the large continuous loss

of HF from the solution by gassing. Further, the etching power of this used

acid is not the same as would be obtained with a solution of 20%-25% HF
alone in water. However, this difference is hardly noticeable except with

weak etches.

Through the useful life of the acid, starting with 50% HF and depleting

to about 20% HF, practically identical etch-figures may be obtained by

properly adjusting the etching time. Means of testing the etchmg power of

the acid to determine the proper etching time are complicated by the pro-

duction of H2SiF6 in the solution, and by the irregular loss of HF by gassing.

Further, the power of the acid to produce useable etch-figures is not the

same as its power to remove quartz, or to etch glass, or as its concentration

of HF or HoSiFe. For these reasons any indirect method of measuring

etching-power must be correlated empirically with the etching-time required

to give the desired etch-figures.

An indirect method of testing the etching-power, developed by Dr. W.
Hoff of Western Electric, Hawthorne, involves the etching of sand blasted

'* Scrubbing the surface with soap, water, and brush sometimes improves the figure.

.;j>.»*..-*i*^-..v^*^«kife*fc-«wfc**a*''fW»gw*ft'^>gja<fihk*i>^«^
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microscope slides for a standard length of time. The lead-glass slides be-

come coated with a white lead-fluoride deposit to a depth dependent mainly

upon the HF content of the acid. The optical density of this deposit is

measured with a specially adapted photometer. The photometer readings

are correlated with required etching-times to give the desired etch-figures; a

different etching-time being required for different kinds of sections, slabs,

etc. Use of this means of controlling the etching time has greatly improved

the regularity with which good etch-figures are produced m the shop.

Commercial hydrofluoric acid from a number of different suppliers has

been analyzed for purity, and tested for the development of etch-figures.

It appears that when such acids are brought to the same concentration (by

addition of water if necessary) there is no difference in their effectiveness,

nor are they inferior to pure reagent acid. Commonly the acid is supplied

as 48% solutions in lead or hard rubber drums, or as 60% in steel drums

(usually the concentration is a few per cent higher than labeled). The dif-

ference in packaging is of no importance in the results obtamed, provided

the concentration is properly reduced.

There are two important factors regarding the starting concentration of

hydrofluoric acid baths. In the first place, acids stronger than 50%, though

reacting vigorously with the quartz (and removing material rapidly), do not

give good etch-figures. Secondly, strong acids not contamed in sealed

containers lose strength very rapidly by gassing of the HF gas. Hence un-

used fresh acid should be kept well stoppered. Before use the acid should be

diluted to a concentration of 45% to 50%. This may be accomplished by

adding about ^ volume of water to one volume of 60% acid, or | volume of

water to one volume of 55% acid.

Concentrated hydrofluoric acid loses HF by gassing more rapidly than it

loses water by evaporation. This preferential loss of HF continues until

the HF concentration is reduced to 35% or less,'^ and is not completely over-

come by covering the bath without sealing. In fact, m practice, it appears

that about as much HF is lost by gassing as is used in etching the quartz.

Thus the bath should be kept as tightly covered as is practicable.

Whereas, in the past only lead and hard rubber have been used for fabri-

cation of acid baths and racks, it appears that for concentrations not greater

than 50% HF, copper, nickel, and brass may be used as well (steel is inferior

at low concentrations). Lead-tin solders may not be used, but silver solder

is satisfactory. Thus shop acid equipment may be easily fabricated out of

common fabricatmg materials.^"

'" At room temperatures there appears to be a constant-concentration mixture at some

concentration below the 35'^c concentration of the constant boiling mixture, the exact

value depending upon the temperature of the solution and the ambient humidity.

" Polystyrene is a good material for use in fabrication of vessels for handling HF and

its reaction products in the laboratory.
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While agitation of the acid bath during etching does speed up the re-

moval of quartz from the surface, it does not appear to speed up the de-

velopment of the etch-figures here considered. However, moderate agita-

tion does improve the uniformity of etch from one crj^-stal to another,

and even over the surface of single large surfaces (especially when such sur-

faces are close together). Uniformity of etch is important in examining for

twinning. The surfaces to be etched should never be placed in contact with

each other, or with other surfaces, so that the acid cannot flow between them
(the separation should be at least -^ of an inch).

The effect of temperature on the etching process appears to be small for

the range of room temperatures normally encountered in practice.

A word of caution chould be added regarding the handling of hydrofluoric

acid and other fluorine etching materials. The dangers are of two kinds.

First, fluorme poisoning may result from contact with any fluorine com-
pounds, the effects of which may be cumulative. Special care should be

taken to prevent inhalation of vapors from all etching baths containing

fluorine. Some persons are especially sensitive to fluorine poisoning.

Secondly, hydrofluoric acid baths, or any baths containing free HF, may pro-

duce acid burns. Commonly such burns are attended by fluorine poisoning.

For these reasons etching with all fluorine compounds is preferably carried

out in ventilated hoods (with strong air suction through the door), with con-

tinually running water for washing, and with rubber gloves, tongs, racks,

etc. for handling the quartz.

Etching compounds other than hydrofluoric acid have been widely used

m etching glass, as is evidenced by tlie variety of formulae presented in the

"Chemical Formulary."-^ Solutions of ammonium bifluoride (NH4HF2),
with additions of various amounts of free hydrogen fluoride, sodium bi-

fluoride, sugar, and other materials have long been used on glass. One of

the possible advantages of such formulae for etching quartz is the elimination

of the dangers of acid burns and strong fumes that may be obtained with

hydrofluoric acid (care must still be maintained to prevent fluorine poison-

ing). A number of these formulae have been made up and tested on quartz.

The preliminary conclusions are as follows.

The etch-figures that may be developed by the bifluoride compounds on Z
and X-cut sections of quartz are not the same as those developed by hydro-

fluoric acid. The results approach each other, however, for excessively long

etching in both cases. To obtain usable etch-figures on X-cut sections with

the bifluoride requires considerably longer etchmg time than with hydro-

fluoric acid, or an elevation of the bath temperature to about 45°C. The
addition of hydrofluoric acid to the bifluoride formulae speeds up the de-

velopment, but partly negates the safety advantage of the bifluoride bath.

'1 Published by the Chemical Publishing Co., Brooklyn, N. V.

. -- "-*- -1. .»'
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The figures produced on Z-cut surfaces are small and complex, (hardly

usable) unless a considerable amount of free HF acid is added. Etch-figures

here considered are those produced on the pin-hole instrument, and are us-

able only if they have such character as will permit of their use in determin-

ing quartz axes. Fig. 5.21 shows the type of usable etch-figure obtainedon

X-cut sections with an ammonium bifluoride and sugar solution (the sugar

is here effective mainly in preventing creepage of the solution). It might

HQ,+XUP

RHQ,-X UP

L HQ,+X

RHQ.-XUP

B
Fig 5 21—Etch-figures obtained on the pin-hole oriascope with X-cut sections which

have been strongly etched in bifluoride mixtures, or excessively etched in hydrofluoric acid.

These etch-figures differ from those of Fig. S.19 (for a moderate etch in hydrofluoric acidj^

but are obviously usable.

be noted that a similar figure is obtained with hydrogen fluoride gas, and

with excessively long etching (several hours) in hydrofluoric acid.

When the bifluorides are used only to develop reflection contrast in the

detection of twinning, their effectiveness appears to be about the same as

hydrofluoric acid, under equivalent process conditions. The etching power

of the bifluorides may be maintained nearly constant over a long period of

use by maintaining an excess of the salt in solution, a distinct advantage

over the acid. The metals copper, nickel, brass and stainless steel may be

used in fabricating tanks and racks, lead and steel are inferior.

Finished quartz surfaces are sometimes etched to remove surface debris
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(fragments of quartz loosened by grinding, and grinding refuse embedded in

jmcroscopic surface irregularities), and to remove predetermined small

amounts of the surface for frequency adjustment. It is conunon for these

purposes to use weaker etching solutions, since very small amounts of

quartz are to be removed. With hydrofluoric acid, weak solutions (less

than 20% HF) have an advantage in that their concentrations are little

reduced by exposure to the air. In fact with very weak soiution the con-

centration may increase slightly by exposure, and thus partly compensate

for the HF lost by reaction. Weak ammonium bifluoride solutions may also

be used, provided no deposit forming material is added.

5.7 The Epfect of Twinning in the Finished Plate

While it is commonly considered that electrical and optical twinning are

not allowable in a finished oscillator plate, it cannot be unconditionally

stated that small amounts of twinning will too seriously affect the properties

of all types of oscillator plates. The allowance of even small amounts of

twinning in the finished plate would save quartz and simplify the processmg

procedures. Hence, consideration must be given to the factors which would

affect the utilization of twinned material, and the effect of twinning on the

operating characteristics of the finished plate. Consideration will first be

given to the nature and distribution of electrical and optical twms'" in the

raw quartz.

The analysis of twinning ui raw quartz has been carried out by the ex-

amination of numerous, etched Z-cut surfaces. By the method to be de-

scribed it is possible to detect the handedness, and the axial orientation and
sense, of each homogeneous portion, twin, appearing at the etched surface

of a twinned specimen. Both electrical and optical twins may be analyzed

by this method. It might be added that electrical twinning boundaries

and orientation are only detectable at an etched surface, and that while

interior optical twinning may be detected by polarized light, its exact

analysis is only possible at an etched surface.

Figure 5.22 E shows the optical arrangement used for examining twinning

in etched Z-cut sections. The sections (prepared with a fine grind and weak
etch) were mounted on a turntable, illuminated from an elevation of about
30° to the horizontal etched surface by a spot lamp, and viewed (or photo-

graphed) from vertically above the section according to principles of Section

5.41). With the section properly ahgned on the table (with the predeter-

mined electric axes parallel to the table-lines joining diametrically opposite

fiducial marks), the table was successively turned into positions about 12'

to the right or left of the plane of illumination and reflection (as indicated

b}- the R and L marks and the index pointer). Four of these positions of

'^ See footnote 4.
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illumination of a given section are sufficient to determine the nature of the

four possible twins in the section. The four corresponding photographic

views of the section have been arranged in a special manner to simplify their

explanation. This arrangement, as shown in Fig. 5.22A, B, C and D, is

equivalent to what would be observed if one looked down on a single, sta-

tionary section, and illuminated the section from the four different direc-

FROM HORIZONTAL

FROM PLANE
OF I AND R

Fig. 5.22—Reflection patterns of the twinned, Z-cut sections shown in Figs. 5.23, 5.24,

5.25 and 5.26 were obtained by the means shown in E. A, B, C, and D are a key to the

four equivalent directions of illumination of a single stationary section.

tions shown in the figure. For each direction of illumination there is a cor-

responding view, the outUne of the section (and any cracks, chips or other

flaws) being identically positioned in each view. However, when the four

types of twins are present in a given section, each view will show a difierent

region, or regions, of brightness. For each view, the interpretation of

handedness and electrical sense of the bright porlion of the view is according
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to the labeling of this particular view, only. Thus if a section is entirely

right quartz and of the electrical sense shown at A the whole surface of the

section will appear bright in view A and dark in all other views. If a section

is all right quartz, but partly of the electrical sense shown in A and partly

that shown in B, then part of the surface will appear bright in A and the

other part will be bright in B (the whole surface will be dark in C and D)

Fig. 5.23—The four possible conditions of handedness and electrical sense in a single

section are shown here. In each view the handedness and sense is for only the bright

portion of that view. The a and i regions are seen tobebothof right quartz but of opposite
electrical sense, hence electrical twins. (Flaws indicated by/ are to be disregarded).

A section containing all four possible twins would exhibit bright regions in

each view, and a different bright region in each view. All bright regions

would fit together to make a complete map of the surface. Only the bright

portion of each view has the handedness and electrical sense indicated for

that view.

Figure 5.23 shows a Z-cut section containing twins of the four possible
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conditions of electrical sense and handedness. The two large, bright re-

gions a and b (appearing in views A and B respectively) are both right quartz

but of opposite electrical-sense. Hence the surface is mainly of electrically

twinned right quartz. The small dark regions within the borders of a

(view A) are bright in view D. Hence these small, triangular and Ime re-

gions are left quartz and of opposite electrical sense to the large region a

containing them. They are then optical twins of the large a region. Simi-

larly the dark regions of b (view B) are found from view C to be optical

twins of the b region. (Flaws labeled/are cracks, chips, etc.) If the whole

section were cut up to make AT plates, for example, and at the proper angu-

lar sense according to the a portion of the section, then those plates coming

from the b region would be of wrong angular sense. Those crossing a

boundary between the a and b regions would be of both senses, i.e., elec-

trically twinned. Those few plates which contained some left quartz would

be optically twinned. To make the most economical use of this section it

should be separated, by cutting along a line approximatmg the a to & bound-

ary, so that each half of the section may be cut at the correct sense of orien-

tation. Even when so cut, some of the plates will contain optical twinning

and remnants of electrical twinning. This section is typical of much of the

raw quartz that must be used for manufacturing piezoelectric plates.

Figure 5.24 shows a section which is mainly of left quartz as exhibited by

the. large bright c and d regions of views C and D. The large c region is

optically-twinned to a small extent by the line regions b of view B. One of

the d regions is badly optically twumed by the small striated a regions, as

seen in A. Such a section would be very uneconomical to process, since

separating the larger electrical twins is not feasible. If processed at all, it

should probably be entirely cut according to the handedness and sense of

the large c portion, the wrong-sensed regions and twmning being cut away

at a later stage (after inspection of the slabs in the twinoriascope, for ex-

ample). It might be noted that only the optical twinning could have been

obser\^ed in the initial polarized-light, raw quartz inspection, where such a

stone would be passed as moderately good.

Fig. 5.25 shows an unusual section that is mamly composed of left quartz,

regions c and d. The right quartz regions shown in view B are of both

opposite-handedness and electrical-sense to the c region inclosing or bordering

them. This is the common and expected conditions. The unusual condition

is exhibited by the regions c and o, where twins of opposite-handedness

but same electrical-sense have a common boundary. Since this boundary

could be detected by optical means, the a and c regions might be de-

scribed as optical-twins, of an "uncommon variety". However, by con-

vention optical twinning has long been used to denote twinning exhibiting

both opposite-handedness and opposite-electrical-sense (crystallographically.
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Brazil twinning). Further, twinning exhibiting both opposite-handedness

and same-electrical-sense, combines the cn-stallographic twinning laws of

Brazil twinning and Dauphine (electrical) twinning. Hence this uncom-
mon variety of twinning may preferably be called combined electrical and
optical twinning, or just COMBINED TWINNING. Thus, the boundary

Fig. 5.24—Regions d are electrical twins of the region c. The striated regions a are of

opposite handedness and electrical sense to the d region enclosing them, hence optical
twins of d. The b regions are small optical twins of c, and/ are flaws.

between the a and c twins separates combined twins. Note also that the a

twin bounds the b twin and the b twin bounds the c twin. Thus, a and b are

true electrical twins, and b and c are true optical twins.^'

" It is possible that growth conditions are such that combined twinning cannot occur
by itself, without the presence of true optical twinning and true electrical twinning. That
is, a region of given handedness and sense can not be entirely bordered by a region of

opposite-handedness and same-sense.

rJifcaM«W;^rt>»5tfiB<»«fe.>» i?ff'r"'iiii"riB"ir i'\\-y ~~ • --•-- i^t.
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Figure 5.26 shows an unusual section which is mainly composed of left

quartz, of the electrical sense shown in D, region d. The region c is an elec-

trical twin of d. The region/ is a flaw in the quartz and is to be disregarded.

The region a is an optical twin of d, and is uncommonly large for an optical

twin (note: region a contains within it, two small optical twins). Since

Fig. 5.25—Regions c are electrical twins of the adjacent d regions, a is an electrical

twin of b, and a is also an optical twin of d. An uncommon condition of twinning is pre-

sented by the adjacent a and c regions which are of opposite handedness but the same

electrical sense, thus exhibiting COMBINED-TWINNING.

optical twins are usually very small (except for the one major surroundmg

twin), it is seldom possible to cut them apart and use each twin individually.

Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 53 were obtained by the means above described, and

all sections shown in these figures (except Fig. 5.2A and C) actually ex-

hibited both electrical and optical twmning. Thus Fig. 5.3D was obtained

from Fig. 5.24A, and Fig. 5.2F from Fig. 5.24C, etc., by trimming the latter
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named figures to give the sections simulated natural faces. Figures 5.2

and 5.3 are of particular use in learning to distinguish between electrical and
optical twinning when examining etched surfaces by reflection. Note that

electrical twins are usually large and separated by irregular boundaries,

Fig. 5.2. Optical twins are usually separated by straight-line boundaries

rig. 5.26—Since this section exhibited no bright regions (except flaws/) in view B (i.e.

no right quartz of electrical sense B) it was not reproduced in view B, The c region is an
electrical twin o£ the adjacent d region, while a is an optical twin of d. It is uncommon
for a minor optical twin to be as large as a.

parallel to natural faces, thus forming triangular, parallelogram, and straight

line insets, Fig. 5.3. Optical twins {except for the one major, surrounding

twin) are usually very small and often interlayered (with the major twin).

Large interlayered regions are entirely unusable and hence are cut away at

the earliest possible stage to save the labor of processing worthless material.

Small optical twins and small electrical twins (or remnants of electrical

t-.i *»*-". >v. .M>=*^-xv^\jfk-v^
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twins left after cutting electrical twins apart) may be isolated or removed in

an intermediate or late stage of processing, where they are detected by the

etch technique. Commonly the final rejection of material twinned in either

way is delayed until after the final blanks are cut out. These may be

etched and examined by reflection, one at a time under a spot lamp, and

those showing twmning (and other imperfections) sorted out and rejected.

Another possible method of rejecting twinning which is of sufficient

amount to be harmful is by making electrical tests on the finished (or semi-

finished) plates, at which time those plates failing to meet the electrical tests

for any reason (including twinning), are rejected. While this method of

rejection does not assure that twinning will be entirely absent from the

accepted plates, neither does any other method assure complete absence of

twinning. Further, except for imperfections which may affect the useful

life of the plate, acceptance of finished oscillator plates is not illogically based

Table I.

—

Constants for Plates of Correct and Incorrect Sense of Cut

Cut, Angle
Frequency Constant

(fid. in Kc. mm.)
Temperature Coefficient

(parts/10'/C.°)

AT +35°
(-35°)

CT +38°
(-38°)

BT -49°
(+49°)

DT -52°
(+52°) .

1670
(2400)

3080

(2100)

2560
(1880)

2060
(2850)

(+30)

C-30)

(-55)

(+45)

upon their meeting the desired electrical operating characteristics, i.e.,

frequency, temperature-coefficient, activity and internal damping (all de-

terminable by electrical tests).^* It does not appear that twinning will affect

the useful life of the plate. Its effect upon the electrical operating charac-

teristics of the plate depend upon many factors.

An important factor regarding twinning in the finished plate is that optical

twinning introduces a less important variation in the physical properties of

the plate than does electrical twmning. Thus, in the case of optical twinning

alone, both portions of the plate are of the same sense of cut, though still

being of opposite electrical sense. This may be understood from an ex-

amination of Fig. 5.4, the second and third views taken together represent

optical twinning. In the case of electrical twinning the two portions of the

=^ With filter plates additional operating characteristics must be met. The ratio of

capacities (see Chap. I, Appendix .A. 3) is greatly affected by the opposed electrical sense

of twinning.
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plate are of both opposite sense of cut and opposite electrical sense, as may"
be observed from the third and fourth views of Fig. 5.4. The effect of this

difference in sense of cut for the two types of twmning is brought out by
Table I, which gives the approximate frequency constants and temperature

coefficients for the common cuts of oscillator plates, together with those for

the analogous, oppositely (and hence wrong) sensed cuts.

In the case of a CT plate, for example, both portions of an optically Iwhmed
plate (cut at +38°) will be of the same +38° orientation. The plate is

elastically the same throughout and hence should exhibit the frequency and
low temperature-coefficient desired. However, the opposed electrical

senses of the two portions will cause a reduction in the electrical activity.

The amount of this reduction will depend upon the relative size of the two
portions and upon their placement relative to the vibration nodes of the

plate.

On the other hand, when a CT plate is electrically twinned one portion of

the plate will be of the correct +38° orientation while the other portion is of

the incorrect —38° orientation. The tw^o portions of the plate have widely

different elastic properties, as is exhibited in the table by the different fre-

quency constants and their respective temperature-coefficients. Resulting

from this diflference alone, the plate will exhibit operating characteristics

(if operable at ah) intermediate between the two listed in the table (usually

near one of these two), and its activity will be reduced. The activity will

also be reduced by the opposite electrical senses in the two portions. The
degree to which the frequency, temperature-coefficient, and activit>' are

affected, agam depends upon the relative sizes of the two portions of the plate

and their placement relative to the "nodes" of the plate.

Thus, for equivalent proportions and placement of twinning, electrical

twinning will cause a much greater change in the operating characteristics

of the plate than wiU optical twinning."^

A note may be inserted regarding the electrical testing of plates, some of

which may be twinned while others may be untwinned but of incorrect sense

of cut. As seen from Table I, untwinned plates of the correct sense of cut

are easily distinguished from those of the incorrect sense of cut by their

frequency. This distinction between sense of cut holds as well for plates

containing very little twinning. The presence of appreciable twinning in

the plate is easily distinguished by the activity of the plate. While ordinar-

ily a plate would be electrically tested in the mode of vibration it is intended

to be operated in, it is sometimes of advantage to test it in a different mode.

-'' In the case of the uncommon "combined-twinning" the two portions of the plate are
of opposite sense of cut but of the same electrical sense. The effect on the operating char-
acteristics will be like that for electrical twinning, except that the activity may not be as
greatly reduced.
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Thus the high-frequency mode plates {AT and BT) might be tested in their

low frequency modes (corresponding roughly to the CT and DT modes,

respectively). A further discussion of this matter will be found in a later

chapter by I. E. Fair.

5.8 Conclusions

In the processing of quartz, consideration must be given to the nature of

twinning and to its characteristic distribution in the raw stone. There are

only two common types of twinning that need be considered, namely elec-

trical twinning and (true) optical iwinnitig ("combmed-twmning" and other

types are a rarity). Due to the characteristically large size (and the nature)

of electrical twins, a stone must be exammed for electrical twuming (by the

etch technique) at an early stage of processmg so that the electrical twins

may be observed and cut apart before the angular cuts (AT, BT, CT, DT,

etc. slabs, bars, or wafers) are made. Othenvise, some of the large electrical

twins will be entirely cut up with the incorrect angular sense, and hence

wasted.

On the other hand optical twins are characteristically small and mter-

layered, or small and scattered. The interlayered regions are entirely un-

usable. Hence processing labor wiU be saved by inspection of the raw stones

(by the polarized light means of Chapter IV), and of the first sections at

least (by the etch technique) for large regions of interlayered optical twin-

ning.

Scattered optical twins and small electrical twms, or remnants of elec-

trical twms which have been cut apart, may be cut away in an intermediate

processing stage, or in a later stage plates containing such twmning may be

separated out. In either case the etch technique may be used to detect the

twinning.

An alternative method of eliminating small electrical twins (or remanents

thereof) and of small optical twms (most of which are characteristically

very small) is by electrical tests on the finished plate. This method has

merit m that if the twms are sufficiently small, and not disadvantageously

placed m plate, they may not harmfully effect the desired operating charac-

teristics of the plates. The degree of the effect depends not only upon the

size of the twin and its location in the plate, but upon whether the twinning

is electrical or optical; optical twinning being considerably less harmful than

electrical twinning. The effect of the twinning further depends upon the

type of plate being considered, i.e. its size and mode of operation, and use.

It is probable that twinning is more tolerable in low-frequency mode oscil--

lators (CT and DT) than in the high frequency modes (AT and BT), and of

course more tolerable in plates of low requirements on the operating charac-

teristics (activity, frequency and temperature-coefficient). Twinning is
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probably least tolerable in filter plates, which have to meet very special re-

quirements.-^ Detailed experimental studies of allowable amounts of twin-

ning are of little value since to use the results in a manufacturing process

would require a careful inspection of each plate and a difficult classification

into groups depending upon the variety, amount, and placement of the

twinning. Acceptance or rejection of finished plates on the basis of their

final electrical operating characteristics appears to be the only practical

means of separating usably twinned plates from unusably twinned plates.

This method of selection does not determine whether the rejected plates con-

tain twinning or other imperfections (or are misoriented or misdimensioned)

and is therefore of little use in analyzing the processing methods to deter-

mine best practices. This disadvantage may be eliminated by etching the

rejected plates and examining them for twinning (and such other imperfec-

tions as show up best after etching).

The effects of crystal imperfections other than twinning were discussed

in Chapter IV, Section 4.9.

™ See footnote 24.
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